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Urns, caskets & Keepsakes
A funeral is a time to say goodbye and to remember the life of the person you love. It’s our
privilege to be at your side. We’ll be on hand to help you decide exactly the right final resting place
for your loved one’s ashes - a place that can give comfort of course, but that can also help you
reflect on the person who has died, their life, their values and beliefs, and their personality.
After the cremation the ashes will be housed in a temporary container supplied by the
crematorium and, should it be your wish, we will collect the ashes from them for you and bring
them back safely to our premises.
From there we can help advise you on the many options that are available to you, from interring
the ashes in a traditional plot, grave or niche wall within a cemetery through to something
more individual like a sea burial. We’ll be on hand of course to explain the procedures. Another
consideration could be interring the ashes in an existing family grave where it is often possible to
have an inscription added to a memorial. We will do our very best to advise on the best place to
give you and your family a focus for family visits that will help celebrate your memories as well as
leaving a lasting legacy for future generations.
We can provide you with a wide range of ashes caskets and urns. Some are suitable to be kept
at home, with the same range also perfectly matched for burials or alternatively you may wish to
scatter the ashes in a special place for which we have a range of suitable scatter tubes for you
to choose from. These can even be personalised. We also have a range of Keepsakes which are
ideal for those families who choose to share the ashes of their loved one. Regardless of what you
choose, we know that every funeral remembers the life of an individual and we’re here to help you
make it special.
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YOUR OPTIONS EXPLAINED

Symbol indicates increased capacity

Symbol indicates item can be engraved

After the cremation, you will receive your loved one’s ashes in a temporary container. The ashes can
be buried, interred or scattered, but for many of us, keeping a loved one at home can be comforting.
Alternatively, you might want to keep a portion of the ashes, and for this, small keepsakes and jewellery
mean you can always keep them close. Below is a guide to the options available to you, with accompanying
icons to help you easily find a suitable product. Please note, our categories are intended as a guide. Items
that can be used in more than one category (e.g. for the home and for interment & burial) will be highlighted
using the icons displayed below.
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FOR THE HOME
& BURIAL

FOR THE GARDEN
& HOME

FOR INTERMENT
& BURIAL

FOR WATER BURIAL

FOR SCATTERING

KEEPSAKES

We have a selection of ashes
caskets and decorative urns that
have been specifically designed for
keeping at home. These high quality
items have a beautiful finish and can
be displayed openly or kept in a
private place. In time, the ashes can
be buried, interred or scattered.

Our garden pieces include urns
made in stone and ceramics. The
natural materials blend into the
garden and often become a living
feature, growing a layer of moss
or lichen. We also offer living
memorials; flowers and saplings
which can be planted in memory of
a loved one.

People often choose to bury the
ashes of a loved one in a cemetery or
natural burial ground. Forever Urns
offer a variety of urns designed by
handicraft specialists from around
the world using natural materials
such as plant fibre, paper, bamboo,
seagrass, wood, clay and wool.

You can submerge the ashes in a
lake, river or the sea as part of a
water burial. These urns are made
from suitable environmentally
friendly materials including paper,
sand and salt. They will completely
biodegrade in the water in a short
period of time.

It is becoming increasingly popular
to scatter the ashes of our loved
ones, perhaps in a favourite location
or across water. The scatter tubes
are biodegradable and specifically
designed to release the ashes
smoothly, making it a simple and
respectful process.

These intricately made keepsakes
come in a variety of styles and
designs. Each one can hold a small
amount of your loved one’s ashes
and are ideal for sharing and
displaying. We also have a range
of jewellery urns that hold a token
portion of your loved one’s ashes
so you can keep them with you at
all times.
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FOR THE HOME
& BURIAL

You might wish to consider
keeping your loved one’s ashes
at home so we present here an
elegant collection of urns and
ashes caskets designed to look
beautiful anywhere.
Constructed in a sumptuous
array of materials ranging
from wood through to various
metals, these carefully crafted
ashes caskets and urns are also
suitable for burial.
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WOOD URNS

WOOD
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FLORENCE
This stunning, highly polished Maple urn is
made from the finest wood and exquisitely
decorated with flowers in delicate wood inlay.

DART
Hand carved solid Teak ashes casket with a wavy
top and sliding bar catch system.

THAMES
Hand carved solid Teak ashes casket with
sliding catch system

SPEY
Hand carved, dark stained solid Teak chest-style
ashes casket with a wavy edged natural lid and
antique brass lock.
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MARBLE URNS

MARBLE
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CLASSIC MARBLE
A classically designed white marble urn.

GREY MARBLE (SU 6783)
A premium quality, elegantly designed, grey marble urn.

BLACK MARBLE (SU 2981)
A premium quality, simple design, black marble urn.

DARK SAND MARBLE (SU 2980)
A premium quality, traditional design, natural dark
sand coloured marble urn.

*Due to marble being a natural material, no two urns will be identical and the exact colouring and grain effect will vary
from urn to urn making each urn unique.
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CANADIAN STONE
We combine the latest in technological materials while utilising old world craftsmanship. Each
piece is a unique work of art. All the Canadian Stone urns can contain up to 3 litres of ashes.

STONE
IN FLIGHT URN

10

CANADIAN HEART STONE

LOVE FOREVER URN
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METAL URNS
These brass urns are made by skilled artisans in Northern India, using traditional methods to mould
and carve the metal into intricately designed pieces that really sparkle.

METAL
SOVEREIGN
A brass effect metal urn with delicate engravings
encompassing the central sections and decorated lid.
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ORCHID
A classically designed silver effect urn with three black
bands around the circumference.
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BLUE HARVEST
A dark cobalt blue urn with an engraved band showing
stars, the sun and moon.
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MARBLE WHITE
A white marble effect metal urn with an engraved pattern
winding around the circumference.
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PINK ROSE
A silver urn with an intricate pink floral pattern and a
central white rose.
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PEACEFUL GRACE
A silver urn with an intricate blue pattern and three white
doves.

GOLDEN TEARDROP
A gold teardrop with a textured centre.

PEACE, LOVE & REMEMBRANCE
An intricately worked three dove and floral design
on a hand made brass urn, decorated with copper wire
and lacquer.
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REFLECTIONS PICTURE ASHES CASKETS
Everyone in life is unique, and we believe that a picture ashes casket should reflect the individual
qualities of the departed. We offer a fully personalised service that lets you create a one-off piece
of art that celebrates the life of your loved one.

PERSONALISED PICTURE
ASHES CASKETS

A simple wood ashes casket with a
choice of over sixty original printed
designs
including
floral,
sport,
landscape, animal and hobby themes.
A personalised service lets you add,
modify and create new artwork that
reflects the interests or personality of
your loved one.
Choose from over 60 designs in our
floral, landscape, sporting, pastimes or
poetry themes. Please ask your funeral
arranger for more information or visit
www.picturecoffins.co.uk

SPRING BLOSSOM
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LAKE DISTRICT

SAILING

BATTLE OF BRITAIN
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REFLECTIONS™ GLITTER ASHES CASKETS

PATHWAY PERSONALISED ASHES CASKET

Our sensational glitter ashes caskets offer one last chance to sparkle. The ashes caskets are
made from MDF covered with diamond glitter paper.

As part of our new Pathway service, we have developed a system as with our coffins where each
panel can be designed separately. Whether each panel is designed from a different family member,
or designed together using different panels for different periods or pastimes of a persons life, the
Pathway service allows you to create any possible outcome with any possible design.
The panels can be printed onto a fabric material which is then padded to elevate it from the frame,
giving the design and final finish more emphasise. The panels are designed to be fully biodegradable.
Alternatively, you can have your panels printed on our FSC certified paper.

*Please note that colours are presented for illustrative purposes only.*

BLUE

RED

GREEN

BLACK

COPPER

SILVER

GOLD

MAGENTA

YELLOW

Also available in....
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WITH PRINTED PADDED FABRIC
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FOR THE
GARDEN & HOME

Our garden pieces include urns
made in stone and ceramics. The
natural materials blend into the
garden and often become a living
feature, growing a layer of moss or
lichen. Forever Urns also offer living
memorials; flowers and saplings
which can be planted in memory
of a loved one.
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LAVA URNS
Our organically shaped urns from the Philippines are hand-carved from Lava stone, making them
suitable as outdoor garden pieces. They become a living part of their environment as they grow a
coat of lichen or moss.

STONE
LAVA URN
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PEBBLE LAVA URN
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CERAMIC URNS
Our range of Celest ceramic urns are made of premium quality, natural materials in a contemporary,
modernistic style by Dutch designers. Specially selected ingredients are blended into clay and then
moulded into a drop shaped urn. They are designed to compliment any interior decor and are
suitable to be placed outside the home in your garden. Celest urns are true works of art.

CERAMIC
CELEST BLUE / GOLD HEART (FPU 001)
A ceramic drop shaped urn in midnight blue with
contrasting gold finish and integral ceramic heart.
CELEST BLACK / GREY HEART (FPU 004)
A ceramic drop shaped urn in black with contrasting
grey finish and integral ceramic heart.
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CELEST BLUE / GOLD (FPU 005)
A ceramic drop shaped urn in midnight blue with
large hollowed front in contrasting gold finish.

CELEST IVORY / RED (FPU 010)
A ceramic drop shaped urn in ivory with small
hollowed front in contrasting crimson red.

CELEST BLACK / GREY (FPU 008)
A ceramic drop shaped urn in black with large
hollowed front in a contrasting grey finish.
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CELEST BLUE / BLUE (FPU 011)
A ceramic drop shaped urn in dark blue with small
hollowed front in a contrasting light blue finish.
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MEMORY BENCH
A Memory Bench is a special way to remember a loved one, standing as a reminder of their life in a very special place
for many years to come. Expertly constructed to the highest spec, using the very finest grade-A teak, this bench offers
a fine sanded smooth finish. It is supplied flat packed with assembling instructions. The bench can be engraved with a
personal message or icon, as well as coming with a unique memorial tube which can hold a small keepsake such as a
small note, picture or small segment of ashes.
Small - 4ft x 2ft x 3ft, Medium - 5ft x 2ft x 3ft, Large - 6ft x 2ft x 3ft, Extra Large - 7ft x 2ft x 3ft

MEMORIAL
BENCHES

30
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Memorial Tube can insert into the base
of the leg, with a wooden plug to seal.

Engrave with a personal message
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CRYSTAL URNS
Hand blown by an experienced glass blowing professional, these Crystal Urns are made from the
world-famous Bohemian crystal and each is a unique, exclusive piece of art.

CRYSTAL URNS
CRYSTAL ‘LAVA STONE’ URN (GU 700)
A ‘lava stone’ shaped crystal urn, hand blown from
Bohemian crystal.
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STAINLESS STEEL URN
Constructed of high-grade stainless steel, which has an invisible oxide coating protecting the
underlying metal from external factors. This oxide layer protects these urns from the elements.

STAINLESS STEEL

LOTUS STAINLESS STEEL URN
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WOODLAND MEMORIAL
The Woodland Memorial Tree Pack consists of a sapling tree, a wooden memorial marker and
an engraved plate. This option allows you to plant a tree close by, perhaps in the family garden, in
memory of the life lost. Sapling tree may be supplied without foliage in winter months.

LIVING
MEMORIALS
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FOR INTERMENT
& BURIAL
If you are considering burying
or interring your loved one’s
ashes, we have created a
comprehensive range of ashes
caskets and urns, many of which
are designed to be kind to the
environment.
They come in a wide array of
materials such as wood, wool,
bamboo, wicker and corn
starch. They are also presented
in a variety of colours and
styles, allowing you to choose
exactly what you feel is most
appropriate.
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HEARTWOOD
ASHES CASKETS
The Heartwood range of ashes caskets are superbly constructed
by hand and finished to an exceptional standard. Traditional in
design, this range is certain to have a style that is appropriate
for your needs.
Our Heartwood ashes caskets are made from solid Oak,
Oak veneer or solid Paulownia (a light weight, sustainable, fast
growing alternative to Oak.)

HILDA
Manufactured in solid Paulownia.*

* All Heartwood Ashes Caskets are available in a Double Size
to hold two sets of ashes.

COMPTON
Manufactured in solid Oak.*
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OSWALD
Manufactured in solid Paulownia.*

LESBURY
Manufactured in veneered Oak
with a Mahogany finish.*

TM
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LEAF URNS
TM

The Daisy leaf urns are made from natural leaves
on a cardboard frame.
They are available in a choice of four different
shapes / styles and are available in a choice of
four different colours. Supplied with an engraved
name tag.
Available in four styles;
- Round shaped
- Square shaped
- Oval shaped
- Heart shaped

Name tag

Red

Natural

Slate

Oval shaped in
Natural colour
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Round shaped in
Green colour

Heart shaped in
Red colour

Square shaped in
Slate colour

Green
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ENGLISH WILLOW ASHES CASKETS
These willow ‘wicker’ ashes caskets reflect the unique landscape of the Somerset Levels and the
surrounding areas where the willow is farmed. Each individual ashes casket includes a name plate and
comes fitted with a handmade interior cotton drawstring ashes pouch.

SOUTHLAKE

QUANTOCK

MOORLAND

MENDIP

RAINBOW

CHOICE OF STYLES AVAILABLE -

SQUARE

44

RECTANGLE

OVAL

NAMEPLATE
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OASIS NATURAL WOVEN URNS

CHESTNUT WILLOW
Hand-woven, natural Willow in a
rounded urn shape. The Chestnut
Willow is harvested and boiled
to remove the bark. The tannin
in the bark dyes the Willow cane
“chestnut” brown. Supplied with
engraved name tag.
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NATURAL LIGHT WILLOW
Hand-woven, natural Willow in a
rounded urn shape. The Natural
Light Willow is harvested in the
same ways the Chestnut Willow,
but is treated to remove the tannin,
restoring the pale natural off-white
colour of the cane. Supplied with
engraved name tag.

SEA GRASS
A freshwater plant, grown in
abundance in the Noakhali district of
Bangladesh. Sun-dried and spun, it is
woven onto a Bamboo frame to form
a natural-styled Seagrass ashes casket.
Supplied with engraved name tag.
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DAISY™ ASHES CASKETS
These ashes caskets are hand woven in the Philippines by craftsmen using locally sourced,
sustainable natural materials, including Bamboo, Banana Leaf and Water Hyacinth.

BAMBOO

BANANA LEAF
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Supplied with
engraved name tag
or oval plate.

WATER HYACINTH
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NATURAL LEGACY
Natural Legacy is a range of environmentally
friendly woollen ashes caskets which offer
a comforting and soft alternative to the
traditional wood casket.

SWALEDALE WOOLLEN ASHES
CASKET - NATURAL (WHITE)

Working closely with the British Wool
Marketing Board, Natural Legacy supports
British farmers by buying their wool
through the Quality Assurance Scheme.
Natural legacy offers a contemporary style
with comfortable handling. Each ashes
casket is completed with a personalised
hand embroidered woollen name plate.

SWALEDALE WOOLLEN ASHES
CASKET - LIMESTONE (GREY)
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NATURE URNS
Our Danish urn range is traditional in form but pioneering in structure. The urns are made from
corn starch, a material which hardens like a plastic but will completely decompose when buried.
The easy screw-on lid allows this urn to be used for scattering and burying.

BLUE

52

WHITE

CREAM

RED
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BIO URNS

BEIGE BIO URN (BU 322)
The Beige Bio urn is handmade from natural organic
materials making it totally biodegradable. This urn can
also be used for water burials.

BROWN BIO URN (BU 324)
The Brown Bio urn is handmade from natural organic
materials making it totally biodegradable. This urn can
also be used for water burials.

GEOS BIO URN (BU 303)
The Geos urn is handmade from natural organic
materials including sand, vegetable extracts and fibres
making it totally biodegradable, returning the ashes to
the earth in a natural, environmentally friendly way.

OLEA BIO URN (BU 307)
The Olea urn is handmade from natural organic
materials including olive stones bound together
by plant extracts. The olive stones feed the soil
and will stimulate the growth of plants. It is totally
biodegradable, returning the ashes to the earth in a
natural, environmentally friendly way.
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BAMBOO ECO-BURIAL URN (BU 501)
The Bamboo “Eco-Burial” urn is made completely
out of bamboo, an all-natural and sustainable material
which is completely biodegradable.
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FOR WATER BURIAL

Our biodegradable water burial
urns are designed specifically
to float and then gracefully
descend, giving you time to say
goodbye. Again these are kind
to the environment as they are
constructed of recycled paper,
soluble salt, sand, and vegetable
materials.
Although specifically designed for
water burial all of these urns are
perfect for any type of burial you
may decide upon.
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JOURNEY WATER URNS
Journey water urns are hand-crafted from sustainably produced and biodegradable mulberry
paper. When placed in water they will float briefly and sink to the bottom, where they will break
down naturally over time.

NATURAL

BIO WATER URN
Bio Water Urns are made from a variety of natural, biodegradable materials including soluble salt,
sand and vegetable materials making them perfect for burials at sea.

AQUA

NU BIO URN (BU 301)
The Nu urn is handmade from soluble salt making it
ideal for burial of ashes at sea.

PEARL
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OCEANUS BIO URN (BU 305)
The Oceanus urn is handmade from soluble salt making
it ideal for burial of ashes at sea.

FERN
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SAMSARA BIO URN (BU 302)
The Samsara urn is handmade from a blend of sand and
vegetable materials making it ideal for burial of ashes
at sea. As it is made from entirely natural materials,
the Samsara urn is also suitable for earth burial as it is
totally biodegradable returning the ashes to the earth
in a natural, environmentally friendly way.

CUARZO BIO URN (BU 304)
The Cuarzo urn is handmade from a blend of seashore
sand and vegetable materials making it ideal for burial
of ashes at sea. As it is made from entirely natural
materials, the Cuarzo urn is also suitable for earth
burial as it is totally biodegradable returning the ashes
to the earth in a natural, environmentally friendly way.

ARENAE BIO URN (BU 306)
The Arenae urn is handmade from a blend of sand and
vegetable materials making it ideal for burial of ashes
at sea. As it is made from entirely natural materials,
the Arenae urn is also suitable for earth burial as it is
totally biodegradable returning the ashes to the earth
in a natural, environmentally friendly way.
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IVORY BIO URN (BU 311)
The Ivory Bio Urn is handmade from natural vegetable
and raw mineral materials and is totally biodegradable.
It is ideal for burial of ashes at sea as its base is covered
with thick cardboard which slowly absorbs the water
so that the urn floats for a short time before sinking.
As it is made from entirely natural materials, this urn is
also suitable for earth burial.

CHERRY BIO URN (BU 313)
The Cherry Bio Urn is handmade from natural vegetable
and raw mineral materials and is totally biodegradable.
It is ideal for burial of ashes at sea as its base is covered
with thick cardboard which slowly absorbs the water
so that the urn floats for a short time before sinking.
As it is made from entirely natural materials, this urn is
also suitable for earth burial.
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FOR SCATTERING
Scattering your loved one’s ashes in
a place that is special and unique to
them helps celebrate their life and
create lasting memories whenever
you visit. Our biodegradable scatter
tubes are specifically designed to
release the ashes efficiently with
dignity and respect.
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SCATTER TUBES

BESPOKE REFLECTIONS RANGE

Available in two sizes: standard (5.5L) for all ashes and a memento keepsake size (400ml).
1

STANDARD

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

We offer a complete range of picture scatter tubes. You can choose from over 60 designs in our
floral, landscape, sporting, pastimes or poetry themes. We also offer a bespoke design service
allowing you to create a truly personal scatter tube.

KEEPSAKE

Choose from the following illustrations:
1
2
3
4
5
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Bluebell Wood
Navy
Burgundy
Ascending Dove
Sunflower Fields

6
7
8
9
10

Autumn
Rose
Forget Me Not
Ocean Sunset
Rainbow Pond
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TOLAD SCATTERING POLE
After the cremation, what do families plan to do with their loved one’s ashes? With the TOLAD
(the Totem Of Life and Death), scattering ashes takes on a whole new significance.
Dignified farewell - one step at a time

S C AT T E R I N G
POLE

A memorable route adds extra significance
bringing back memories of the deceased..
The TOLAD passes from person to person
throughout a planned walk, giving everyone
a chance to share stories, thoughts and
memories with each step.
The top can be filled with ashes, which is then
scattered gradually over the walk. A small
amount of ashes is scattered with each press of
the pole, each step of the way, making it lighter
and easier for children to take part.

Green

Brown

Black
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KEEPSAKES

Keepsakes are a unique and
personal way to create individual
memories for family members
or friends. These treasured,
individual memories can be kept
forever.
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METAL HEART KEEPSAKES
Our range of metal keepsake hearts are designed to hold a
small portion of your loved one’s ashes which can be kept
as a treasured keepsake forever.
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METAL URN KEEPSAKES
Our range of metal keepsake urns are designed to hold a small portion of your loved one’s ashes
which can be kept as a treasured keepsake forever.

GOLD HEART

RED VELVET HEART

BLUE HARVEST URN KEEPSAKE

ORCHID URN KEEPSAKE

PINK ROSE HEART

MARBLE WHITE HEART

MARBLE WHITE URN KEEPSAKE

STRENGTH URN KEEPSAKE
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CANADIAN STONE KEEPSAKES
We combine the latest in technological materials while utilising old world craftsmanship. Each
piece is a unique work of art. All the Canadian Stone Keepsakes can contain a token portion (0.3
litres) of ashes.

STONE
IN FLIGHT KEEPSAKE

CANADIAN SHELL KEEPSAKE

CANADIAN HEART
STONE KEEPSAKE

LOVE FOREVER KEEPSAKE

MEMORY STONE KEEPSAKE
Available in Mum or Dad design.
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MARBLE

Forever Urns has commissioned
Molly Russell to develop the Organic
Forms range, a collection of
keepsake urns crafted from marble.
The urns are beautifully simplistic,
simultaneously both modern and
traditional. They celebrate organic
forms and the serenity of the stone in
its purest state.

MARBLE ROSE
KEEPSAKE

MARBLE ROSE TEA
LIGHT KEEPSAKE

Molly has worked with a sculpture
expert in Rajasthan to develop the
range. Using locally quarried marble,
each stone urn is carved by hand by
highly skilled specialists.

MARBLE ROUND
PEBBLE KEEPSAKE
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CUDDLE
STONES

Every cuddle stone is artisanally handcrafted from specially
selected materials, making every single piece unique. The
cuddle stones are fully modelled by hand, sealed with a special
varnish and then fired in a high-temperature kiln, resulting in
a long-lasting product which is highly resistant to wear and
impact.

GLOSSY WHITE
(KK007)

GLOSSY
DARK BLUE
(KK009)

GLOSSY
LIGHT BLUE
(KK008)

GLOSSY BLACK
(KK018)

GLOSSY RED
(KK003)

MATT PINK
(KK022)

REMEMBER
(KK034)

GLOSSY SAND
COLOUR
(KK011)

GLOSSY VIOLET
(KK014)

Their natural design and smooth surface means that these
cuddle stones fit comfortingly in the palm of your hand. This
way you can take your loved one with you wherever you go,
whenever you like.

MEMORIES IN GOLD
(KK031)
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STEEL GREY
(KK032)
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MEMENTO KEEPSAKE PENDANTS
These stunning keepsake pendants are made from sterling silver to the highest standard.
They are beautiful pieces discreetly housing a token amount of ashes, keeping a loved one close.
Chain sold separately.

JEWELLERY

SILVER DROPLET

CHAMBER

CROSS

78

LOVE HEART

CHAIN
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AURORA KEEPSAKE JEWELLERY

ATLANTIS JEWELLERY

Aurora Keepsake Jewellery is designed to memorialise your loved one and can hold a small
amount of their ashes or a lock of hair. Made of solid sterling silver, these exquisite items of
jewellery enable you to keep a part of your loved one close to your heart forever. Supplied
complete with sterling silver chain.

Atlantis memorial jewellery is handmade of 925 sterling silver. They are designed to hold a token
amount of your loved ones ashes within the pendant so to always have your loved one near to your
heart. Necklace chain (925 sterling silver) sold separately.

TEARDROP NECKLACE

MODERN PENDANT
WITH ZIRCONIUM GEMS
(AH 012)

CIRCLE HEART PENDANT
WITH ZIRCONIUM GEMS
(AH 093)

50CM STERLING
SILVER CHAIN
(SOLD SEPARATELY)

HEART NECKLACE
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MINI URN NECKLACE

CROSS GEM PENDANT
WITH ZIRCONIUM GEMS
(AH 081)

CHRISTIAN FISH PENDANT
(AH 055)
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TADBLU BRACELETS

EMBRACE BRACELETS

Made from quality stainless steel and leather in a modern, fashionable style suitable for both men
and women. A token amount of your loved ones ashes can be contained within the barrel. These
leather bracelets have a unique magnetic closure making them easy, yet safe to wear.

Made from genuine leather, complete with a 925 Sterling silver push button clasp which has a small
space inside to place a token amount of your loved ones ashes.
Available in four sizes: S, M, L, XL

Available in four sizes: S – 15cm to 17cm; M – 17cm to 18.5cm; L – 18.5cm to 20.5cm; XL – 20.5cm to 22cm
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TADBLU CHARM BRACELET - GREY
LEATHER (TCB 001)

TADBLU CHARM BRACELET - COGNAC
LEATHER (TCB 002)

EMBRACE BRACELET - BOLD BRAIDED
COGNAC LEATHER (FPU601)

EMBRACE BRACELET - BOLD
BRAIDED BROWN LEATHER (FPU602)

TADBLU BARREL BRACELET - BLACK
LEATHER (TBB 001)

TADBLU BARREL BRACELET - COGNAC
LEATHER (TBB 002)

EMBRACE BRACELET - DOUBLE BRAIDED
COGNAC LEATHER (FPU605)

EMBRACE BRACELET - DOUBLE
BRAIDED BROWN LEATHER (FPU606)

TADBLU BARREL BRACELET BRAIDED BLACK LEATHER (TBB 101)

TADBLU BARREL BRACELET - BRAIDED
COGNAC LEATHER (TBB 102)

EMBRACE BRACELET - THIN BRAIDED
COGNAC LEATHER (FPU603)

EMBRACE BRACELET - THIN BRAIDED
BROWN LEATHER (FPU604)
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ASHES INTO GLASS
When someone you love becomes a memory... that memory becomes a treasure... Ashes into
Glass® is the leading creator of ashes jewellery for our clients in the UK and worldwide. Fine
jewellery for you to connect with your loved one by wearing it or just holding it in your hand.

ASHES INTO GLASS
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STERLING SILVER

Shown in Black

STERLING SILVER

Shown in Blue
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ROUND PENDANTS

LONG PENDANTS

Colours Available: Black, Blue, Ruby, Purple, Green, Clear.

Colours Available: Black, Blue, Ruby, Purple, Green, Clear.

9 CT GOLD

WHITE GOLD

Shown in Ruby

Shown in Green

STERLING SILVER

Shown in Ruby

9 CT GOLD

Shown in Purple

WHITE GOLD

Shown in Clear

HEART PENDANTS

EARRINGS

Colours Available: Black, Blue, Ruby, Purple, Green, Clear.

Colours Available: Black, Blue, Ruby, Purple, Green, Clear.

9 CT GOLD

WHITE GOLD

Shown in Clear

Shown in Purple

STERLING SILVER

Shown in Green

9 CT GOLD

WHITE GOLD

Shown in Blue

Shown in Black
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TRIBUTE RINGS

CUFFLINKS

Colours Available: Black, Blue, Ruby, Purple, Green, Clear.

Colours Available: Black, Blue, Ruby, Purple, Green, Clear.

STERLING SILVER

9 CT GOLD

Shown in Clear

Shown in Black

Shown in Blue

STERLING SILVER

9 CT GOLD

Shown in Green

Shown in Black

WHITE GOLD

Shown in Blue

HEART RINGS

SIGNET RINGS

Colours Available: Black, Blue, Ruby, Purple, Green, Clear.

Colours Available: Black, Blue, Ruby, Purple, Green, Clear.

STERLING SILVER

Shown in Purple
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WHITE GOLD

9 CT GOLD

Shown in Green

WHITE GOLD

Shown in Ruby

STERLING SILVER

Shown in Purple

9 CT GOLD

Shown in Ruby

WHITE GOLD

Shown in Clear
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PAPERWEIGHTS

CHARMS
Colours Available: Black, Blue, Ruby, Purple, Green, Clear.

Black

Purple
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Blue

Green

Ruby

Clear

STERLING SILVER

9 CT GOLD

WHITE GOLD

Shown in Ruby

Shown in Blue

Shown in Green

ASHES INTO GLASS - ENGRAVING SERVICE

Each item in the “Ashes Into Glass” range of jewellery and paperweights can be diamond-point
engraved with your own message of up to 25 characters, at no additional cost. This message is
personal to you, it could be a cherished phrase held dear, words to a favourite song or a more
traditional message such as your loved one’s name and dates of life. We engrave ashes jewellery on
the metal part of the item and paperweights are engraved underneath.
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PERSONALISED ENGRAVING SERVICE
Any item with this symbol can be
engraved, as outlined below

PERSONALISED ENGRAVING
SERVICE

We are pleased to offer a full laser engraving
service which allows you to personalise the
urn or ashes casket of your choice in any
way you wish, allowing your personalisation
to become part of the design.
Text
Whether the name of your loved one, a
message or an extract of a poem, your text
can be added to an urn in one of two fonts:
Arial or Corsiva .
Photographs
Images can also be engraved onto an
urn, you may choose to add a personal
photograph to memorialise your loved one.
Emblems
Badges, logos and emblems can also be
added. If you wish to include a specific
sports team, for example, our designers
can liaise with them to secure permission
to do so.
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Ashes Caskets, Urns, Keepsakes & Jewellery
Price List
Please Note: Ashes Caskets, Urns, Keepsakes and Ashes Jewellery that are purchased and/or invoiced as part of a funeral
service are VAT exempt. Ashes Caskets, Urns, Keepsakes and Ashes Jewellery purchased and/or invoiced separately from a
full funeral service, VAT will apply (currently 20%) and will be added to the price shown. Prices shown do not include VAT.

FOR THE HOME & BURIAL:
Florence (Wood)
Dart (Wood)
Thames (Wood)
Spey (Wood)
Classic Marble (Marble)
Grey Marble (Marble) (SU 6783)
Black Marble (Marble) (SU 2981)
Dark Sand Marble (Marble) (SU 2980)
In Flight Urn (Stone)
Canadian Heart Stone (Stone)
Love Forever Urn (Stone)

£500
£240
£230
£250
£200
£189
£189
£189
£475
£395
£375

£195
Sovereign (Metal)
£220
Orchid (Metal)
£230
Blue Harvest (Metal)
£260
Marble White (Metal)
£265
Pink Rose (Metal)
£185
Peaceful Grace (Metal)
£325
Golden Teardrop (Metal)
Peace, Love & Remembrance (Metal)
£315
Reflections Picture Ashes Casket (all designs) £200
Reflections Glitter Ashes Casket (all colours) £250
£235
Pathways Personalised Ashes Casket

FOR THE GARDEN & HOME:
Lava Urn (Stone)
Pebble Lava Urn (Stone)
Celest Blue / Gold Heart (Ceramic) (FPU 001)
Celest Black / Grey Heart (Ceramic) (FPU 004)
Celest Blue / Gold (Ceramic) (FPU 005)
Celest Black / Grey (Ceramic) (FPU 008)
Celest Ivory / Red (Ceramic) (FPU 010)
Celest Blue / Blue (Ceramic) (FPU 011)

£310
£295
£329
£329
£329
£329
£329
£329

Memory Bench - Small (4' x 2' x 3')
Memory Bench - Medium (5' x 2' x 3')
Memory Bench - Large (6' x 2' x 3')
Memory Bench - Extra Large (7' x 2' x 3')
Memory Bench - Engraving (additional charge)
Crystal "Lava Stone" Urn (Crystal) (GU 700)
Lotus Stainless Steel Urn (Stainless Steel) (Lotus)
Woodland Memorial Tree Pack

£450
£535
£600
£685
£100
£239
£699
£80

FOR INTERMENT & BURIAL:
Compton Ashes Casket (Wood)
Hilda Ashes Casket (Wood)
Lesbury Ashes Casket (Wood)
Oswald Ashes Casket (Wood)
Double Size: Compton, Hilda, Lesbury, Oswald
Leaf Urns (all styles / colours)
English Willow Ashes Casket (all styles)
Chestnut Willow Urn
Natural Light Willow Urn
Sea Grass Urn

£135
£115
£125
£105
£225
£90
£185

Bamboo Ashes Casket
Banana Leaf Ashes Casket
Water Hyacinth Ashes Casket
Swaledale Woollen Ashes Casket (all colours)
Nature Urn (all colours)
Geos Bio Urn (BU 303)

£135
£125
£125
£190
£105
£185

£150
£150
£140

Olea Bio Urn (BU 307)
Beige Bio Urn (BU 322)
Brown Bio Urn (BU 324)
Bamboo Eco-Burial Bio Urn (BU 501)

£125
£79
£79
£79

£100
£125
£125
£125

Cuarzo Bio Water Urn (BU 304)
Arenae Bio Water Urn (BU 306)
Ivory Bio Urn
Cherry Bio Urn

£125
£125
£105
£105

FOR WATER BURIAL:
Journey Water Urns (all colours)
Nu Bio Water Urn (BU 301)
Oceanus Bio Water Urn (BU 305)
Samsara Bio Water Urn (BU 302)
September 2021

FOR SCATTERING:
Standard Scatter Tubes

Standard Size

(All Standard Designs)

Keepsake Size

TOLAD Scattering Pole (all colours)

£30
£15

Reflections Scatter Tubes

Standard Size

(Personalised / Bespoke)

Keepsake Size

£100
£75

£150

KEEPSAKES & JEWELLERY:
Gold Heart Keepsake (Metal)
Red Velvet Heart Keepsake (Metal)
Pink Rose Heart Keepsake (Metal)
Marble White Heart Keepsake (Metal)
Blue Harvest Urn Keepsake (Metal)
Orchid Urn Keepsake (Metal)
Marble White Urn Keepsake (Metal)
Strength Urn Keepsake (Metal)
In Flight Keepsake (Stone)
Canadian Heart Stone Keepsake (Stone)
Love Forever Keepsake (Stone)
Canadian Shell Keepsake (Stone)
Memory Stone Keepsake (Mum or Dad) (Stone)
Marble Rose Keepsake (Marble)
Marble Rose Tealight Keepsake (Marble)
Marble Round Pebble Keepsake (Marble)
Cuddle Stones:
Memories in Gold (KK031)
Remember (KK034)

Cuddle Stones:

Glossy White (KK007)
Glossy Black (KK018)
Glossy Red (KK003)
Matt Pink (KK022)

Steel Grey (KK032)

£65
£65
£65
£60
£60
£60
£60
£155
£145
£165
£170
£150
£350
£175
£250
£58
£50

Glossy Dark Blue (KK009)
Glossy Light Blue (KK008)
Glossy Sand Colour (KK011)
Glossy Violet (KK014)

Silver Droplet Pendant (chain not included)
Chamber Pendant (chain not included)
Love Heart Pendant (chain not included)
Cross Pendant (chain not included)
Chain - Sterling Silver
Teardrop Necklace (Sterling Silver)
Heart Necklace (Sterling Silver)
Mini Urn Necklace (Sterling Silver)
Modern Pendant (chain not included) (AH 012)
Circle Heart Pendant (chain not included) (AH 093)
Cross Gem Pendant (chain not included) (AH 081)
Christian Fish Pendant (chain not included) (AH 055)
50cm Sterling Silver Chain
Tadblu Bracelets:
Charm Bracelet - Grey Leather (TCB 001)
Charm Bracelet - Cognac Leather (TCB 002)
Barrel Bracelet - Black Leather (TBB 001)
Barrel Bracelet - Cognac Leather (TBB 002)
Barrel Bracelet - Braided Black Leather (TBB 101)
Barrel Bracelet - Braided Cognac Leather (TBB 102)
September 2021

£65

£250
£250
£250
£250
£100
£225
£225
£225
£180
£280
£195
£115
£40
£165

Embrace Bracelets:

Bold Braided Cognac Leather (FPU 601)
Bold Braided Brown Leather (FPU 602)
Double Braided Cognac Leather (FPU 605)
Double Braided Brown Leather (FPU 606)
Thin Braided Cognac Leather (FPU 603)
Thin Braided Brown Leather (FPU 604)

£80

Ashes Into Glass:
Ashes Into Glass:
Round Pendants

Sterling Silver £245
£475
9ct Gold
£495
White Gold

Ashes Into Glass:
Heart Pendants

Sterling Silver £295
£495
9ct Gold
£525
White Gold

Ashes Into Glass:
Earrings

Sterling Silver £195
£345
9ct Gold
£395
White Gold

Ashes Into Glass:
Tribute Rings

Sterling Silver £295
£445
9ct Gold
£475
White Gold

Ashes Into Glass:
Heart Rings

Sterling Silver £325
£475
9ct Gold
£495
White Gold

Ashes Into Glass:
Cufflinks

Sterling Silver £395
£795
9ct Gold
£845
White Gold

Ashes Into Glass:
Signet Rings

Sterling Silver £345
£495
9ct Gold
£525
White Gold

(All Colours)

(All Colours)

(All Colours)

(All Colours)

(All Colours)

(All Colours)

(All Colours)

Ashes Into Glass:
Paperweights (All Colours)
Ashes Into Glass:
Charm Beads
(All Colours)

£195
Sterling Silver £125
£175
9ct Gold
£195
White Gold

Please Note:
Ashes Into Glass - Long Pendants are no longer available
Ashes Into Glass - Halo Collection items now available POA

Engraving Service:
(on applicable products only)

Prices shown do not include VAT

Text
Image / Logo / Photo

£25
£35

